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SYNTACTIC METHODS IN THE STUDY OF THE INDUS SCRIPT

This paper discusses some aspects of the decipherment of unknown

scripts and proposes a framework for Èhe decipherment process. [Ie

believe that such methods enable one to propose better solutions and to
formulate these for easy inspecrion and evaluaÈion by other scholars,
and thus enhance the possibÍlities to arrive at. a generally accepted
solution. The nrethods presented here can also be considered an exanple

of a proper role for the computer in linguistic studies.

Introduction
In Indus script was crealed and used by the Harappan or Indus civili-
sation, ¡rhich flourished in the plains of the Indus river about 2500 -
1800 BC, About 4000 inscriptions, mostly seals, have been preserved.
llowever, no bilingual texts have been found yet, nor do we know any

proper r¡ames or other direct clues about the script. Although we do

not know what the underlying language of the lnecriptions is, the
growing amount of archaeological evidence puts early Dravidian as the
most probâble candidate for the language.

Sone neeent nethods

A Soviet tean lead by Yuri V. Knorozov has used a computer to extract
and identify signs corresponding to roots, derivaÈional- and inflection-
al morphemes in the Indus script. I.le have not, however, been able to
find any explicit description of the algorithms or the criteria used

for naking such decisions.

E. Barber has r¡orked nostly on linear A texts and has collected a set
of probabilistic critería for segúent.ing continuous text into ¡¡ords.
using several independent criteria Ín para1lel, she can locaÈe che Dos!
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likely points of rhe boundaries. segnenÈs wich similar distribution
are then grouped into celegories. The segments and categories thus

obtained are proposed Co be cornpiled Ëo form a dictionary that indicates

the distribucional properÈies of each unit. These methods based on seg-

mentation seem to be somenhaÈ directed towards syllabic or ¡¡ord syllabic

writi.ng systems, where phonological constraints are also presenr'

Problens uíth pt oposed deciphennents

Scholars have proposed several different decipherments for the Indus

script. Many of t.hese disagree with each other even in Lhe very basic

concepËs, including the direction of ç¡riting, the Cype of Che writing

system and t.he identity of che underlying language. General opinion

among the scholars has rejected urany of these deciphermenrs, but the

rest. of them remain in an ambivalent state: they are neither accePted

nor proven to be false.

I! is not the irnpossibility of Che proposals rhat Prevents them from

being accepted. Rather, it is the fact t.haE no solution i.ncludes ar-

guments that would be convincing enough. The problern seems to be Èhâf

the proposals are not sufficiently explicit and open for inspection

by oCher scholars, and EhaE the intermediale steps of reasoning remain

hidden. It is also only too coÍulon that readings for Ehe signs are

assigned in order Èo support some personal hypotheses on the culture

raÈher !han vice versa.

The scope of this paper is ro propose some remedies to this situation

by merhods that Lrould make the proposed decipherments more explicit and

thus more open to evaluaËion by others. We r¡ould also like to sLarE

frorn the least subjecËive feaÈures, i.e. Che distribufion of the signs

and procede carefully Lo more delicaEe questions.

Some assumptíons on the fndus scl'ipt
We make the explicit assumPEion Ehat the signs in the Indus script

usually correspond to morphenes or some larger units in the underlying

language. Thus rre ¿¡ssume that the writing sysLem is not phonological,

i.e. neither phonenic nor syllabic. This assumption cånnot, of course,

be verified aÈ t.his stage' bur sone arguments in its favour can be

listed. The nunber of distincÈ signs (about 400) and their relative
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frequencies support Èhis assunption, as most of the aigns atÊ rare

and new signs keep luroing up as nore inacriptions are found. The

historical concexÈ also favours this assunpcion, because roainly Pho-

nological writing sysÈeús nere not used in ocher cultures et Ehe Èiúe

r¡hen the Indus script was creaÈed and stabilísed.

If this assumption of the morphemic character of the script is correct,
neiÈher the similarities in the distribution nor the sysÈeúaÈic alter-
naÈions of the signs reflect any phonological sinilarities, e.g. corron

or relaÈed phonological components. All alternatione and similar discri-
bucions must be interpreted in the terms of the dístribuÈion of rnorphemes

or morpheme clusters, and this is the donain of syntax (or of synÈax

and morphology cogether).

It should be noted that ne do not assuDe Èhat the correspondence betv¡een

signs and oorphenes would be one to one.^4,11 morphemes need noc be

indicated in the script -- what. is redundant in the conÈexÈ reed not

have been indicated explicitLy.

Ihe syntactic approach

The r¡ord boundaries are not indicated in che Indus scripÈ, and this is
Ehe case in most early wriÈing systems. Traditionally ic has been felt
Èhat the continuous text should first be segnented into r¡ords and Èhen

these segments should be analysed ard classified. Our opinion is that
t.hese steps should not be separated, but instead, unified into a aingle
synt.acEic analysis.

If we study sentences (or utterances) as sequences of morphemes, and

not as sequences of phonological units, we notice that Ehere are no

formal criÈeria for distinguishing betneen ettributes and affixes, or
between postpositions and inflectional ending's. Therefore lre think t.hat

there is no hurryin making such decisions so early. The stability of
patt.erns and the freedon of occurrence will perhaps later provide

evidence for such decisions. Furtheroore, we do not knor¿ in advance

whether the underlying language happens to be analytÍc (i.e. one

norpheme per word) or synthetic (i.e. several Dorpheûres per word).
The syrtâcÈic approach can handle boÈh cases.
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An eæøttpLe of an analysís of a teæt

Figure 1 shows an analysis of one Indus inscription according co the

pairwise frequencies of signs. The strength of the synÈactic con-

nection betr.teen each pair of signs tras been eslimated according to

principles given in Koskenniemi' S. et al. (1970). The measure of

this strength is compuÈed from Che number of pairs actually occurring

in Lhe corpus and the theoretically expecred number. An observed

number ÈhaL is rnuch higher than the expected one indicates that the

signs belong Ëo the same low level constituent. On lhe other hand, an

observéd number near che exPecced value probably indicares a major

syntactic boundary.

hxllllli Aï(
The observed frequency
of the pair

the expecced frequency
of the pair

Approximation to the
strength of rhe joint

62 5 155 12 80

4

38 2l

24

11 4 6 1

6937s 2

Figure I
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When we have Èhe approxinations for the strengths of the joints, we

can draw an approximate syntax tree for the inscription by joining

adjacent signs/constiEuents in the descending order of the joinr
s rrength.

Figure 2 gives another syntax tree for the same inscription. IÈ has

been constructed by using the number of other texts in Èhe corpus that
have an identícal beginning or ending. At a major synÈactic boundary,

there is expected to be a rise in the nunber of different possibLe

next signs.

These Cl¡o syntåx trees have been constructed according to tr¡o different
criteria, but they show renarkable similarity. Only the two highesc

nodes have changed Èheir order, all lower level consÈituents are

identical.

The above syntåx trees r.tere unlabelled. Even a preliminary study of

the paradigmatic relaLions shows Èhat certain elements âre optional'
i.e. one can find inscriptions wirh the element and others, ocherwise

identical, wiÈhout it. Nodes Èhat govern both an obligatory and an

opÈional ele¡oerrt can be labeled according the obligatory constituent

as in figure 3.

A

AAA
E

A

ABA

(ï4l.ljX ill

Figure 3
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The probleos with the segnentatÍon can nol¡ be seen if we look at the

three rightmost signe in our sample inscription. Should there be

one, tlro or three segrnent8? I,le think that none of these would adequaÈely

reflect the relaÈions these signs have.

The pnopoeed fornalisn
We hope to have now shown ÈhaÈ it is quite feaaible to sÈudy the Indus

inscriptions syntactically. ÌJe propose that the findings and the hypo-

theses of the distributional analysig should be formuleted as a fornal
grøûnar, vhich would grow gradually as the work procedes. Each addition
or correction to the currenÈ version of this grarxrar would be based on

the statistics and lists that have been compuÈed using the infornation
in the current grarúrar.

The current graumar is util-ised by parsing the inscriptions partially
before the statistice are calculaÈed or lists produced. To take å very

simple example consider the hypoÈhetic sentence be1or.¡ left and fraction
of an inÈermediate granmar in the middle.

abcd

A+â
8+b
D*d
A+A B

A

D

I
d

A

I
a c

\,

I

At the right ie the partial parse induced by this graûmar.

Wt¡at should an actual fornal grarDmar for the Indus corpus l-ook like?
It would have (at leasc) two levels of caÈegories, eubcaÈegories for
signs or sign paire with very símilar distribution, and broader

categories for collecting sinilarly functioning subcategories together.
These broader categories r.rould also cover various con6tructions to be

discovered, e.g. attribute+ now that functions like a single
now.

tow do lre then know ¡rhether we are going in the right dÍrect,ion ¿s we

add nore and more of thege productions into our current gramrar?

Correct productione are expected to produce gr¡rtrrars, where Èhe broad

caÈegories stay ¡re1l apart from each other. Incorrect productione lend
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to degenerate the categories into a single dumy caÈegory (eígne)

Èhat covers anYthing, see figure 4.

Íhe proposed role for the conputer is tv¡ofold. Firstly it r¡ould

co¡npute the tedioug statistics and sort Èhe daÈ.a over and over again.

Secondly it would manage the gramar and carry out all consequencea

by parsing che inscriptions according to it before the sÈatistics are

calculaÈed. In this scheme, all decisions are done by the scholar, not

by the cornputer. The machine only providee daca for the decisions and

atores the evolving Eodel or descripÈion of the corpus.

trith Èhe compuÈer one can find all consequences of ner,r rules rapidly
and accurately. During lhe process of deciphernenÈ one often has to
reject some earlier hypotheses. The human mind has great difficulties
in forgetting all consequences of chem, whereas the computer ia ex-

cel.lent in this respect.

llonognaphg

l.¡e musÈ assume ÈhaÈ Indus script, lihe other writing ÊysËem6 cof¡tem-

porary to it, conÈains hornography, i.e. different meanings or functions
are expressed rrith the same sign. The different functions associated

r.rith a sign are derived fro¡¡ each other eirher by homophony or
semanlic connection. It is, however, reasonable to aseume that signs

with many functions form only a minority, snd Èhat even the polyphonic

signs usually have one function thât is significantly more frequenÈ

than the others.

Context free productions in our gramm¿¡r are adequate only for un-

ambiguous signs. Signs that have ¡nore than one funccion can be de-

tected r¿ith methods given by Zellig Harris (f951). Suppose r¡e have

two signs y and z which do noÈ occur in sirnilar conÈexc.s. If Èhen sign

x is such thât lhere are envíronments o_ß where x and y occur, and

environments y ô where x and z occur, and these two enviroûnents
cover most of the occurrences of x, sre have a probably hornographic

sign x. Such ambiguous signs x can be described in the gramar with
context sensitive rules of the forr¡ A + x/q_.9 and B + x/y_ô

Barber considered homography harnful for analysis and thought that it
is difficulc or even impoaaible to detect a¡¡d ûånage it with forual
nethods. tle think thaÈ the recognÍtion and description of homography
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is not only possible, buÈ extremely valuable, because iÈ provides

one of the very few ways of discriminåting anong Èhe various

candidates for the underlying language. the pictorial shapes of the

signs induce different pairs of meaning in these languagesrand lhese

can be compared with the iconography, the shapes and funcËions of rhe

objects etc.

A conrpar,íson üit|l the Líneat, B

The decipherers of the Indus scripÈ have often tried co reach some

grids that r¿ould resemble the famous ones used by Ventris, when he

deciphered the Linear B scrip!. These grids for che Linear B indicated
the identical initial segments of Èhe signs in each row and the iden-
tical final segment in each column. The method did noÈ give any actual

values for these segments, but any value guessed for one sign would

automatically imply the same first segment for the whole row, and the

same final segment for lhe whole column. Thus the positive or the

negat,ive effect of any guess was greatly amplified, which led to a suc-

cessful soluEion.

l,¡ith the morphemic assumption of the lrrdus script r^'e have rejecccd

all hope of finding similar phonologically arranged grids. l^lhaÈ we

are hoping to have inst.eâd is a formal grarmar for the corpus tha!
indicates the paradiguratic and syntagmatic relaEions of lhe signs and

sequences of signs. The stricter categories are expected to indicaEe

borh syntactic and semantic similarity, and the broader categories
plain syntactic similarity. Now, a guess of a single value for a

sign within a calegory will irnply a syntactically and semantically

similar value for all other signs wichin rhe same strict category,

and a syntactically simi.Lar function for all signs in the broa<l

category. In this r{ray, r.re can hope to reach a similar anplification
of rhe consequences of guesses, buÈ the similarity is in the levels
of synÈax and se¡rantics rather than in Èhe phonological level.

Relatíorß to Línguïetic bheoriee

Different methods of deciphernent have interesting relations to some

of the major theoriee in general linguistics, especially to the

A¡nerican sÈructuralist and generativist schools. Barberts methods

belong clearly Èo Èhe post-Bloonfieldisn Anerican structuralistic tra-
dition. She had adopted the fundamental thesis that forbids the mixing
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of levels of the deecription. She also seems to put rnore stress on

the rûethod by whÍch the description has been obtained than Èo the

operationality of the final resulÈ.

The generativist.s do not care how the final deseripÈion has been

found, it only has Èo work well. They also let such things as the

syntactic erguments affect Ëhe establishment of lower level units.
Many other features of the generaËivist theories, like a mentalistic
overall approach and a lransforn¿tional aPParaÈuer hot¡ever, seem to be

totall-y inapplicable to Èhe deciphernent process.

Our line has combined elements from theee two. Baeically, we accept

the distributional analysis of post-Bl.oonfieldians. hte use approxi-

mâtely the same concepts of synÈacticaL constructions, slthough tte

prefer t.he more compact generativist notåtion. I,le are prePared to mix

the levels of Èhe description by making any safe decÍsions on syntactic
similarities before any less safe decisioûs on potential ¡tord

boundaries. We agree that it is very imporÈant to give good justifi-
cation for each step of the decipherment, buE lre r¡ould also like to

stress the overall functioning of the descriptioo. I,fe anticiPaÈe Èhat

some seeningly hazardous Bteps have to be taken in order to arrive at

the best solutíon, snd Èhat these stepe cannot perhaps be juetified
uncil afterwards.
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